
Freedom Farms Learning Center(s) 

Virtual Reality teaching and training tools/technology 

We believe that the use of Augmented Reality (AR) or Virtual Reality (VR) as a teaching and training 

tool is the best way to present our worldview and understanding of our planet, solar system and the 

cosmos. AR/VR teaching and training provides the multisensory “in the now” perceptions to vastly 

accelerate learning and integration of “new paradigm” information.  In teaching this information 

emotional content is a very important aspect. We want to facilitate interspecies respect and 

communication and even the idea is not emotionally acceptable to most people. We will embed the 

“Happiness Formula” in our learning games.  H = (G + DH + C + 3R) / 6    

See: http://www.behappy101.com/happiness-formula.html  

Below are some examples of scenes we will present in Augmented Reality. They are from the 

collection of articles written by Will Barkley under the heading Scientific and Historical Anomalies: 

Scene 1 Time travel to the distant past when 6’ tall humans, 12’ tall humans and dinosaurs 

coexisted.  

There is abundant hard evidence to prove that humans and dinosaurs lived at the same time in 

history. This fact is vehemently denied and pooh poohed by the defenders of our contemporary model 

of human history (Uniformitarianism and Evolution) which states, basically, that there have only been 

two major geologic forces at work in earth’s history, volcanism and erosion. As J.R. Jockmans states 

in Strange Relics from the Depths of the Earth: “Other discoveries have been made that contradict 

the accepted model. Yet these discoveries are largely ignored, since it is far easier for the majority of 

scientists and historians to uphold what is ‘established’ than to try to build a new model based on the 

‘exceptions’”. 

Jockmans recounts the story of 4 prospectors who were looking for gold and silver outcroppings near 

Eureka, Nevada, in July of 1877. They discovered a human leg bone and knee cap which were 

placed on public display. After examination by several medical doctors it was determined that the 

bones had belonged to a person who stood over 12 feet tall! The rock in which the bones were found 

was determined to be from the Jurassic Period, which supposedly started approximately 213 million 

years ago and was the age in which dinosaurs roamed the earth. 

Scene 2 In his 5th article, “Muddy Footprints Across the Face of Time”, Jockmans discusses 

man tracks, dinosaur tracks and saber tooth tiger tracks found along the Paluxy River near Glen 

Rose, Texas. There are fossilized tracks of normal sized humans and giant humans along with 

Brontosaur and Tyrannosaurus Rex, all in the same layer of fossilized mud. This must be a hoax, 

right? Why? Very simply because the accepted and existing model of human history (archaeology), 

paleontology and geology says that humans did not exist at that point in time. Never mind the 

evidence! It is impossible simply because it does not fit the “storyline”. 

Scene 3 Later in the same article, Jockmans describes and even more remarkable set of tracks 

found in Fisher Canyon, Pershing County, Nevada, January, 1927. A fossilized moccasin-shoe heel 

was found in Triassic limestone, 225 million years old. Micro-photographs revealed a double row of 

stiches that had been done with materials and workmanship more advanced than that used by the 

shoe-makers of 1927. Directly quoting from the last paragraph of this article, “As Mr. Samuel 

Hubbard, Honorary Curator of Archaeology of the Oakland Museum in California, commented: ‘There 

are whole races of primitive men on earth today, utterly incapable of sewing that moccasin. What 

becomes of the Darwinian theory in the face of this evidence that there were intelligent men on earth 

millions of years before apes were supposed to have evolved?’” 

http://www.behappy101.com/happiness-formula.html


The report above is one of twenty four wide ranging articles dealing with Scientific and 

Historical Anomalies. In January, 2017 we add two more regarding how the heart does NOT 

pump blood and the fourth phase of water, H3O2, is the force that moves blood through our 

circulatory system. 


